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He and Georges Braque invented Cubism, a form of painting that featured simple geometric
shapesStill, a great way to introduce elementary age children to Picasso and a definite possibility for
Picture ThisHe feels that wayThis also ties into a great lesson of treating people the way you would
want to be and not criticizing harshlyWe see Picasso's style evolving to become ever more abstract,
and share in the shock of the crowd at the exhibition of Les Demoiselles d'Avignon, now considered
one of his greatest works.more flag Like see review Book cover has colorful pictoral illustrationI was
engaged by the writing style, and also presented with a lot of very pertinent informationIt would
have been cool to hear the author talking about wanting to show Picasso in a new way, just as
Picasso wanted to depict the world he saw in a new wayThe story shares that although Pablo
changing his style doesn't please all his critics, he is now recognized for his style

The story mixes in several fantastical elements such as Picasso pictured as a 100 foot tall giant
towering over Paris---but this allows for interesting discussions of fact versus fiction and deciding
why the artist decided to draw things certains ways and why the author made exaggerations in his
telling of the storyHomeschool Inspiration: Charlotte Mason Quotes, Prints, & Phone Backgrounds
Looking for some inspiration and encouragement for yourYou would not use this book to determine
the facts of Pablo Picasso's life, but you can use it to get a sense of it, of his spirit, his Just Behave,
Pablo Picasso! is yet another brilliant addition to Jonah Winter's biography seriesNov 11, 2015 Casey
Thompson rated it it was amazing Just Behave, Pablo Picasso! by Jonah Winter is a biography that
focuses on the impact that Picasso had on the art world and how he evolved as an artist throughout
his lifePurpose/ Use in the Classroom:Read Aloud: This book would be a great way to begin an art
lessonIn a highly creative and appropriate opening, the first 2-page illustration shows a bucolic
country landscape, a peaceful scene with hills, cows, blue sky and puffy white clouds.more flag 1
likeLike see review This partial picture book biography with just a hint of fantasy in lines such as
"Picasso expanded himself to a height of one hundred feet." (pPicasso ArtPablo PicassoBooks For
KidsKid BooksChildren's BooksPicasso PicturesDual LanguageAbout ArtKid KidForwardsbooks: Wally
meets Picasso picture book for kids - Kids book about ArtSee moreBack matter includes additional
information about Cubism and Picasso's friend, Georges Braque, who is also considered the co-
creator of CubismThis book does a great job of inciting interest in art, artists, and artistic movements
on an appropriate levelNussbaum Blog Advertise License Content About Who is Mr.N Privacy & policy
Products MrThe CIP and our library has cataloged this as nonfiction, but it seems to be a blend
f5410380f0 
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